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WEDNESDAY, MAY 20
Weather Forecast. Pick 3 cities

across Ontario. Record the highest

and lowest temperature for today.

What is the difference between

them?

FRIDAY, MAY 15
Scavenger hunt. Search for real-

world examples of right angles (e.g.

the corner of a book), less than right

angles and more than right

angles.

TUESDAY, MAY 19
Coin Challenge!  Place a plastic

bowl on the floor and stand 20

steps away. Toss a coin in the bowl

and record how many times it

lands inside it. Express this as a

fraction. Repeat.

FRIDAY, MAY 22
Old MacDonald's Farm!  A farmer

has chickens and cows. What

combination of animals could total

24 legs? Is there more than one

combination?

THURSDAY, MAY 21
Budgeting. Gather 3 store receipts.

Find the total amount that was

spent.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 27
Estimation Station! Find items to

estimate, such as the amount of

time you spent brushing your

teeth, length of your shadow,

amount of creases in your palm,

etc. If a family member is available,

ask them to do the same and

compare estimates. Are your

estimates reasonable?

TUESDAY, MAY 26
Perimeter Practice. Measure the

perimeter of two different windows

in your home. Find the difference of

the perimeters.

MONDAY, MAY 25
Monday Mull. What number am I? I

am > 3,449 and I am < 3,502. I have

a 1 in my ones place and a zero in

my tens place. Create your own

number riddle.
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MONDAY, JUNE 1
Builders Delight. Build a 3D

structure with materials of your

choice, such as toothpicks and

marshmallows, LEGO blocks, etc.

Sketch side views, top view and

bottom view.

THURSDAY, MAY 28
Patterning! Create four increasing

number patterns. Make one of the

patterns increase by 7. Increase

each pattern by a different

number. Create patterns so that

the number 120 shows up in each

pattern. Which term is 120 in each

pattern?

FRIDAY, MAY 29
Plan it! Create a schedule for

tomorrow that includes the hours

and minutes of your activities.

Include an activity that lasts less

than 15 minutes, one that lasts 45

minutes and one that lasts more

than an hour.

FRIDAY, JUNE 5
Family Fridays. Play a board game

with your family! Monopoly, Snakes

and Ladders, Trouble, Go Fish,

Yahtzee, Sorry, Crazy Eights, and

Uno are just a few ideas to get you

started!

TUESDAY, JUNE 2
Geometric Patterns. Walk around

your house or neighbourhood.

Describe the patterns that you see

to a sibling or adult. Consider

looking at wallpaper, comforters,

bed sheets, buildings, etc. 

THURSDAY, JUNE 4
Data Management! Find one graph

(in a book, newspaper, website, on

the news or ask a family member

to create a simple graph). What is

this graph telling you? Do you see a

relationship between the data

sets? 

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 3
Multiplication Master. You solve a

problem with the multiplication of

2 two-digit numbers, and the

product is about 300. What might

the problem be?

MONDAY, JUNE 8
Coin Toss Probability. If you toss a

coin 6 times or 100 times, will the

probability of the coin landing tails

change? Explain your reasoning.

Flip a coin 100 times and see how

your actual results compare to the

theoretical probability.
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TUESDAY, JUNE 9
Would you rather have:  

A) $1 million on day one; OR,

B) $0.01 on day one, with the

pennies ($0.01) doubling each day

for one month. Why?

THURSDAY, JUNE 11
Set the table for dinner. Find the

total number of plates, glasses,

forks, knives, and spoons one

person needs. Multiply it by the

number of family members eating

dinner. How many do you need of

each item? How many do you need

in total?

FRIDAY, JUNE 12
Audience Awareness. Would the

results of a survey of primary

students about their favourite TV

shows represent the favourite TV

shows of students in the entire

school? Why or why not? 

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10
Step by Step! Estimate how many

steps you would take to walk 1 km.

Describe how you estimated. Go for

a walk to test your estimation. 
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FRIDAY, MAY 15
Create a family message board.

Have children join in choosing and

writing the message each day.

TUESDAY, MAY 19
Have a conversation about a topic

of your child’s choice and aim for

five back and forth exchanges. Try

to avoid yes/no questions. Try

instead, “Tell me more about ...”, “I

wonder why ... ?”

WEDNESDAY, MAY 20
Have your child choose a topic of

interest (sports, oceans, a country,

etc.) to find and record important

information.

THURSDAY, MAY 21
Some words sound the same but

they have different meanings.

These words are called

homonyms. Hoarse and horse

sound the same but have different

meanings. Name 5 pairs of words

that are homonyms.

FRIDAY, MAY 22
Family Fridays. Take some time to

sit and look through a family

photo album. Talk about your

family members, and revisit

memorable events and activities.

Do you have a lot of pictures?

Create your own digital or physical

family album.

MONDAY, MAY 25
Read and Draw. Read or reread a

story to your child. Ask them to

draw their favourite part of the

story.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 27
Write a letter to yourself that could

be placed in a time capsule for

others to read 10 years from now.

Write about how you are feeling

and what activities you are doing

to keep yourself busy at home.

TUEDAY, MAY 26
Create and write down 5 questions

to use in an interview with a family

member or friend. Talk to, call,

Facetime, or video chat with that

family member or friend to

conduct the interview.
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MONDAY, JUNE 1
Review a movie, book or game and

send it to a friend. Include some of

the main ideas but don’t give away

the ending. Share your reactions

and recommendations with your

friend. 

THURSDAY, MAY 28
Find a news article and examine

the headline. Think of alternative

headlines and talk about why they

would or wouldn’t be likely to

attract readers and why.

FRIDAY, MAY 29
View a commercial or find a print

advertisement. Discuss strategies

the advertiser used to influence

their audience.

THURSDAY, JUNE 4
Using as many of these words as

you can to  create a poem.  Spring,

buds, mud, tulips, eggs, green,

mild, and puddles.

TUESDAY, JUNE 2
Listen to the lyrics of your

favourite song. Talk about the

message of the song? How does the

artist use their lyrics to convey this

message? How does the song make

you feel?

FRIDAY, JUNE 5
Think about the people in your

neighbourhood and what kind of

supportive messages they might

need to hear. Decide on a message

or image that you could draw with

chalk on the sidewalk, or post on

your window or door.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 3
Select a book to read for at least 20

minutes. While reading, imagine

what the characters look like.

Choose one character and draw a

picture of them.

MONDAY, JUNE 8
Make a list of 10 things that make

you happy. Choose 3 to explain why

they make you happy.
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TUESDAY, JUNE 9
Create a mock TV broadcast.

Experiment with different

storylines and voices. Perform for

an audience if possible.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10
Wonder Wednesday! Read two

different texts. Compare them

focusing on character traits. How

are the main characters the same

and different? 

THURSDAY, JUNE 11
Movie time! Write a short summary

explaining what would happen if

your favourite movie had a sequel. 

FRIDAY, JUNE 12
Read a story  of your choice.

Change an event in the story. What

impact does this have on the

characters?
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THURSDAY, MAY 21
Building Challenge. Using items

found outside or around your

house, build a tall structure. How

tall and stable can you make your

structure?

FRIDAY, MAY 15
Indoor Bowling! This is a great way

to reuse water bottles! Line six to

ten water bottles up at the end of

your hall or living room. Place a

line of masking tape at the starting

line. Grab a medium-sized indoor

ball, or rolled up socks and start

bowling!

TUESDAY, MAY 19
Play a game of Charades by acting

out different animals. Try to guess

your partner’s animal as quickly as

you can. Get the whole family

involved!

MONDAY, MAY 25
Reading! Place a blanket under a

tree and enjoy reading a book! Take

some lemonade and a snack with

you too!

FRIDAY, MAY 22
Turn on calming music. Stretch

your body in different ways and

hold the stretch. Stretch up to the

sky, Reach to your toes, Make

yourself as wide as possible, Make

yourself as small as possible, Twist

one way and then the other. Do

this for 10 minutes or longer.

TUESDAY, MAY 26
Design and build a backyard

obstacle course. Include at least 4

obstacles. Your course must be

safe, yet challenging. Share your

obstacle course with your family.

Use a stopwatch to calculate your

personal best time. Be creative and

have fun!

WEDNESDAY, MAY 20
Backyard Bird Watching! Spot any

birds outside and then try to

identify them online.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 27
Use found materials around your

house to build a bridge between

two objects. What materials do you

have that are strong? Test your

bridge. Are some shapes stronger

than others? What difficulties did

you encounter?
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FRIDAY, MAY 29
Track your family walk! Go outside

with your family. Time how fast

each person can run a certain

distance. Who ran the fastest? What

was the time difference between

first and second? Run the distance

a second time and try to beat your

first score. Did you? By how much? 

MONDAY, JUNE 1
Spread happiness! Collect smooth,

small stones and paint them. Add

messages to brighten up

someone’s day. Go on a walk

around your community and place

these stones for others to find.

THURSDAY, MAY 28
Go outside. Can you make a maze

for a marble using only found

items? Can that marble travel

through that maze without human

effort, using your maze's design?

TUESDAY, JUNE 2
Exercise time! Do as many rounds

as possible in 15 minutes: 15

Jumping Jacks, 15 High Knees, 15

Squats, 15 Butt Kicks. This can be

done indoors or outdoors. Have fun!

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 3
Wonder Wednesday! Place a

plastic bowl on the floor and stand

20 steps away. Toss a coin in the

bowl and record how many times it

lands inside it. The player who

tosses the coin maximum time

wins. 

THURSDAY, JUNE 4
Indoor Basketball! All you need is a

bucket and a rolled-up sock or a

small, light ball. Take turns at

throwing the sockball into the

bucket. When a player scores, they

must take a step back and throw

again until they miss. The player

who shoots the ball in the bucket

from the farthest distance wins.

FRIDAY, JUNE 5
My Neighbourhood! Create a

model of your neighbourhood

using paper and other found

materials. Don’t forget to add

labels to name the items in your

model (i.e. ‘My house,’ ‘Park,’ ‘The

Mailbox,’ etc.)

MONDAY, JUNE 8
Motivation Monday! Create a sign

with an encouraging message and

picture. Post it in your window for

your neighbours and family to see. 
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TUESDAY, JUNE 9
Make a list of activities that make

you feel good. Choose one of

those activities (keeping social

distancing in mind) and do it. How

do you feel now? What activity

might you do next time?

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10
Create a dance to one of your

favourite songs. Write down the

moves to help you remember. Then

teach the dance to someone else

and perform it together.

THURSDAY, JUNE 11
Use found materials in your home.

Build a boat. Test the boat in a

tub/bucket of water. Can it hold

weight? How much weight can it

hold? What can you do to improve

your design? (Buoyancy)

FRIDAY, JUNE 12
Family Fridays. Get your whole

family together for a fun  game of

"Simon Says". Give it a spring twist

with flying birds, growing flowers,

and crawling bugs!
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